Influence of living style and situation on the compliance of taking antihypertensive agents in patients with essential hypertension.
As the reason for insufficient control of blood pressure (BP), poor compliance of taking antihypertensive agents is an important issue. In Japan, no prospective study on the compliance of antihypertensive agents has been done. In this study we prospectively investigated the details of the relationship between the compliance of taking antihypertensive agents and living style and situation in hypertensive patients. We prospectively examined 121 outpatients with essential hypertension treated with antihypertensive agents for 12 months. Using an oral interview based on the questionnaire sheet, the factors about living style and situations which worsen the compliance were assessed. Also we evaluated the relationship of BP control and season, which was compared between patients with poor compliance and those with good compliance. As for the background of the poor compliance, many factors related to the patients' living style and situation were clarified. On average for 12 months the levels of the compliance and BP showed a significant negative correlation and BP was significantly higher in patients with poor compliance than those with good compliance. However, in the summer season BP did not differ between patients with poor and good compliance, Many factors regarding the patients' living style and situation were related to poor compliance. The development of strategy that changes these factors is a future task for improving compliance. This study may also imply that unnecessary antihypertensive agents are prescribed in some patients with poor compliance in the summer season. Determination of the suitable prescription by which to attain optimal individual patients' compliance is important in the treatment of hypertensive patients.